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CLEMSON IS OFF FOR FAIR AND BATTLE WITH GAMECOCK
TIGER ANO GAMECOCK WILL CLASH THURSDAY WILLIAMS ASSUMES TIGER REGIMENT READY TO MOVE OJT AS
TIME FOR DEPARTURE OF TRAINS NEARS
NOON IN ANNUAL SOUTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL
DUTIES OF GHIEF
CLASSIC AT STATE FAIR IN COLUMBIA MENTOR FOR TEAM JUNIOR DANCE TO
Special Trains to Bear Cadets
to Columbia and Gamecock
One thousand Tigers will jourCoop at 7:00 A. M.
ney to Columbia next week to visit
The appointment of C. R. "Bob"
the fair and partake of a "Chick, NEW SHOP BUILDING
Williams as head football coach
FOLLOW
FAIR
WEEK
end" dinner on Thursday.
Their
has instilled hope and joy into
A few more hours and Khe Souparamount motive, however, in gothe hearts of the Cadets, Alumni
thern Railway special will pull out
NOW OPEN FOR WORK and
ing to the fair is to beat the Game,
from Calhoun, carrying the Tigers
Clemson supporters.
Those
cocks and have that great meal.
interested in Clemson deem this PIa,ns Being Made for Gala to the state fair in Columbia. They

7

The contest this year promises to
be the biggest football game that
has ever been played on a South
Carolina field. Thirteen thousand
people witnessed the big game last
year. A much larger audience is
expected to be
attracted
next
Thursday.
Clemson has defeated
the Gamecocks sixteen times in the
past and shall exert her utmost to
make it seventeen. Watch out,
Gamecocks, the Tigers are going to
make the feathers fly.
They are
all set to take revenge for that defeat of last fall. Some of the more
pessimistic followers of the grid.
iron have the audacity to say that
is d;:;:;i. but this is un
true. He has emerged from his lair i
and is a rejuvenated animal. Great.!
■changes have taken place. He is!
stronger as will be manifested next I
week.
!
Both teams consider this fracas j
the most important on their schedules and are exerting every ounce
of strength to win. Clemson stock
has risen since the defeat of the
N. C. State Wolfpack reecntly, and
Carolina's close game
with the
Wofford Terriers. Tiger supporters
consider the game with Carolina
the most interesting of the scheduled games.
These two institutions are old rivals and their meetin gon the football field is a sight
worth seeing.
The
famous
Clemson.Carolina
snake dance will take place between
the halves. It has been the custom to have this form of celebration
at the games with the Gamecocks
ever since Clemson and Carolina
have been meeting. Many old stu_
dnts recall with much pleasure the
day they danced in celebration of
a Tiger victory over the Gamecock. The big Tiger band will be
there to add their share of spirit
to the Tiger cheers.
Winthrop will be represened at
the game by three hundrd seniors,
and most of them have pledge their
support to the Tigers. This alone
is sufficient to make the Tiger eleven exert all within them to win.
The new coach,
Coach Bob
Williams has been putting the team
thru hard workouts,
improving
their assault, defensive and reserve
power. The line has been strengthened until it is a veritable stone
wall, and the backfield has developed into a fast-stepping, efficient
unit which can go thru a line,
around it, over it, or whichever
method may be necessary to anney
yardage.
On top of all this the
new coach has instilled in the
team the spirit to fight
harder
than ever. They are coordinating
more than formerly.
Bud Eskew, at quarter, is running better than ever. Bob Midkiff, the lad who scored the touchdown against State last Saturday
has practically recovered from the
lime burns that were bothering
him and is now in tip-top shape.
Watch out for that pass, Eskew
(Continued on page 6)

Clemson's need of many years
is being answered by the new
engineering shop building which
will be completed when the rest
of the shop equipment is placed.
The building, of face brick, limestone, and steel and reinforced
concrete, is a handsome structure
with a floor space of over twenty
thousand square feet, giving room
enough to answer Clemson's need
for many years.
The equipment
and building has no equal in the
Southern States and we of Clem-,
son may well be proud of this
splendid addition to our college.
Probably the best feature of the
building is tilt machine shop with
its entirely new machinery and
tools.
The lathes, seventeen for
students and one for demonstration, are all of the Monarch make
and are splendid machines. A eomNation shaper and
planer,
of
(Continued on page 6)

WINTHROP TO MEET
CLEMSON AT FAIR
It is with great pleasure that
Clemson notes the announcement
that three hundred Winthrop girls
are coming to the Fair at Columbia next Thursday.
The presence of so many college
students at the Fair will add materially to the festivities of next
Thursday which promises to be a
gala occasion never excelled in the
annals of the State Fair.
The news that Winthrop would
be represented at the Fair was received here with much enthusiasm, since Winthrop is our sister
college and is looked upon by
many cadets as more than a sister i
college.
The presence of so many of our
sisters
at
the
game
should
strengthen our cheering section
noticeably. Then too, we are glad
to have the pleasure of sharing
with them the joys of our festive
day when the Tigers invade the
Gamecock Coop.

THOSE

a wise and fortunate move, on the
Part of the Athletic Association,
for the betterment of athletes in
Tigertown.
Coach Williams immediately assumed duties and is
fast whipping the squad into shape
tor a victory in the Carolina fracas.
The following is a partial record
of Coach Williams since he beean
coaching in 1902.
He graduated
from the Univ. of Va.; in the fall
of 1902 he came to: the Univ. of
S. C. as head football coach. At
that time Jonnie Heisman was
coach here at Clemson, where he
had heen Qoacoiniz; t) *;VO yep^s
ana had not lost a game.
That
fall Carolina, under the leadership of Coach Williams, defeated
Clemson, this was the only defeat sustained by a Clemson team
during the four years that Heisman was coach heore.
In 1900 Clemson defeated Carolina 51 to 0; in 1901 they repeated the score of 22 to 10. Heisman left Clemson in 1904. Clemson graduates were coaches here
in 1904, the team made a poor
showing that year and the followin year, 1905, also. In 1906 Williams came to Clemson and as a
result the team did not lose a
game that year, only four points
being scored against them and they
defeated such teams as Auburn,
Georgia Tech, Tennessee, U. of Ga.
and V. M. I. Coach Williams left
Clemson at the close of the football season of 190 6. He returned
again in 1913 and coached during
1913-'14-'15, meeting with great
success during these years.
He
coached a few years at V. P. I.
and Davidson.
Mr. Williams has never been a
full time coach at any institution,
h_e will not consent _to coach any
thing but football. He would never consent to give up his lucrative law practice. In football seasons in which he has not been
actively engaged in coaching activities he has been in great demand
as an official in some of the biggest games of the country.
For
(Continued on page 5)

FEATHERS WILL

Party in Tigertown
November 5

Just a little more than a week
after the return from the fair in
Columbia, there will be the Junior
Prom, November 5, to aid the
cadets in their attempt to reinstate routine work again after
such a grand and florious time
as will be had in
the
Capital
City.
This Hop will be the social pinnacle of Tiger-town's social calendar of this year so far. The peak
of gaiety and mirth will be displayed and augmented at this
Prom, for the night wil be sponsored by the witches and goblins
of Halloween-Land.
The big gymnasium will be bedecked in an atmosphere appropriate to Halloween Night, and will
hardly be recogniazble as the place
where stalwart Tiger lads loop the
basket. The decoration committee,
headed by Pat Patrick, state that
they have a few surprises and novelties in store for the cadets when
the night of gaity arrives.
Several orchestras of well known
ability, and famed for their dance
music are now heing considered
for furnishing the music for the
occasion. The lovers of the dance
may expect only the superative of
dance music for the Juniors are
determined that this hop will be
the best all-round dance ever given
at Clemson.
It is advisable that cadets who
intend to attend should get in
touch with that girl as soon as possible, for this dance will eclipse
all others in pleasure and brilliance. "Rats" will be allowed to
attend the dance, but will not be
alowed the peasure of a partner.

"Did you hear me play over the
radio last night?"
"Yes, but who is the fellow
Static who sang with you?"

FLY THURSDAY

will encamp there until
Friday,
during which time the cadets will
see Columbia and the fair thoroughly. Thursday will be the big
day of the Tigers' pilgramage. That
is the date of the Football classic
between the University of South
Carolina and Clemson.
On
that
day they will view the sight that
has for so long been looked forward to, the most important game
on the Tiger schedule.
At exactly seven o'clock tomorrow morning, more than a thousand cadets will launch general attack against the Capital city
of
Smith Caroline1., Unlike other attacks, however, the Clemson
offensive will be a friendly one, the
purpose being to capture as man?
friends as possible.
The
only
enemy on the horizon is Carolina,
and Carolina only for the period of
the football game.
The corps will arise at 4:45 A.
■M. tomorrow, breakfast at 5:10,
police barracks and be ready for
moving out by 6:30. Baggage that
has not already been loaded will be
hauled to t'he trains at that time.
Arrangements
have
been
made
whereby lunch will be served on
the trains before their arrival at
the fair grounds
in
Columbia.
Captain Harcombe has arrangements complete for feeding the
Clemson students at the camp.
Colonel Cole has expressed himself as being very much pleased at
the way that the cadets have perfected their drill for the military
exhibitions. He expressed his appreciation through the cadet colonel
and the company commanders for
the manner in which the corps has
cooperated with the authorities in
preparing for the trip.
All cadets are requested to see
that their uniforms are in good
condition before leaving, as no seacondition before leaving, as
no
"sea-going" caps or other works of
art will be tolerated.
Citiezns'
clothing is forbidden and no provision is made for carrying them.

SOUTHERN COLLEGIANS
WILL FURNISH MUSIC
FOR JUNIORS' DANCE
The Junior Dancing club has se.
cured the services of Jim Kistlers
"Southern Collegians" to furnish
the music for their dance. This or.
chestra hails from Charlotte and"
have a reputation for the class of
jazz they produce. They have been
picked for the second time to play
for the Shriners
convention
in
Asheville, N. C. The member of
the club say, "This orchestra may
no be the hest orchestra in the
world, but it is a 'Stomp down good
one'." Get busy and bid that girl
up and lets all have a big time.
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DR. STEWART ROBERTS
OF EMORY UNI. TALKS
TO CORPSJN CHAPEL
Dr. Stewart R. Roberts, profes"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
sor of internal medicine at Emory
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college university, was the chapel speaker
here last Thursday morning.
He
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
delivered an instructive address on
"Health and the Training of the
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
Body". Much interest was aroused
Advertising rates on request
in the audience when Dr. Roberts
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College. announced that he was going to
South Carolina.
talk to the cadets about themselves, and the deeper he went
EDITORIAJj STAFF
into this subject the straighter
Editor-in-Chief they sat up to listen, and the more
J. K-. AVENT
interested they became.
He exL. M. HEARD
Associate Editors
plained how careless we all are
A. C. LINK
with respect to our physical conFeature Editor
T. F. ACKER
_
__
dition, and how many useless burAthletic Editor
R. H. MITCHELL
__
dens we leave for mother-nature
G. F. KLUGH
Associate Athletic Editors
to carry for us. To show how true
J. M. ATKINSON
~~
this is he brought the health reR. O. PICKENS
—
Social Editor
cords of two cadets, which he had
C. E. BRITT
Club News Editor
chosen at random from the files
J. W. WILLIAMSON __
Y. M. C. A. Editor
at the hospital, to chapel with him
J. A. MILLING
—
Joke Editor
and read them to the corps. Then
he explained how easily most of
M. B. FARRAR
Associate Joke Editors
the ailments listed on these reJ. N. HELLER
cords could have been prevented.
Chairman Reporters Club
J. KERSHAW
He gave many other examples of
W. J. BROGDON
unnecessary carelessness, and exStaff Reporters
M. M. CAMPELL
plained why and liow the body
W. N. MARTIN
should be cared for.
Dr. Roberts' address was intensely interesting through-out. and
BUSINESS
it was enjoyed and appreciated by
Business Manager
D. H. KOSS ....
every one present.
Associate Business Manager
A. P. WYLIE
CIRCULATION
R. H. GARRISON
T. F. COOLEY
H. E. STOPPELBEIN

Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Managers

EDITORIAL
Just a few hours now till the Tiger Regiment will be speeding on its way to Columbia and the State Fair. Two special
trains will bear the corps in all haste to the State Capital to
the Tigers' temporary lair. . This will be the headquarters and
base of supplies from which the Tigers will go out to attack
the Gamecocks.
Last year the Corps invaded Columbia to show the people
of South Carolina that Clemson was on the map and how big
it was. This year the Corps is going down there to paint
Clemson's name in larger and more brilliant letters. In order
to do this all cadets must be careful to preserve that orderly
and gentlemanly conduct for which Clemson students have time
after time been complimented.

SABRE CLUB PRESENTS
COURTESY CARDS TO
VISITORSJT RETREAT
Courtesy cards were distributed
to visitors at Retreat yesterday.
These cards were printed by the
Sabre Club, and are to be given to
civilians who visit the college at
Retreat. It has been noticed that
p'l visitqrs twho come to the college do not show the proper courtesy to the National Flag and National Anthem.
Surely this must
be due to unfamiliarity with the
proper courtesy, and to remedy this
apparent need of information, this
Club has designed a neat card on
which is tactfully suggested the
proper respect that should be
shown the colors. These cards will
be distributed each evening at Retreat when visitors are present with
the hope that every one not familiar with regulations may correct
any mistakes that he or she may
have been making.

WINTHROP-CLEMSON
It was announced here last week that three hundred Winthrop girls, accompanied by Dr. Johnson, would be at the Fair
on Thursday. This announcement was met with hilarious enthusiasm as the cadets contemplated the pleasant meeting with
certain esteemed fair ones. Come on Winthrop. Clemson will
be waiting right there to meet you when you arrive.
CLEMSON-CAROLINA
When the Tigers meet Carolina Gamecocks on the State
Fair Grounds Thursday, there will begin the biggest football
game to be played on a South Carolina gridiron this season.
For the last several years fickle Dame Fortune has shifted to
and fro, from one side to the other. The Clemson-Carolina
football game always has attracted a large attendance of
fans and this year promises to be no exception. Although
Carolina has fared a little better in football lately than has
Clemson, the two teams are very closely matched, and a prediction as to the out-come is not safe, but Clemson is going to
Columbia to win.
This year the Tigers will snake-dance up and down Main
Street on Thursday night while the sons of Carolina look on,
the vanquished foe of an honorable battle.
which is still carried on the mast
VISIT CAMPUS head of the Clemson weekly.
For the past five years he has
been chief chemist for the Grace
J. B. Faust, of Denmark, 3. C, Nitrate Co., of Inquique, Chile. He
was on the campus last Saturday came back to the States last Spring
week for Home Coming Day. Faust and passed the Foreign Service Exfinished Clemson in 1918, and was amination.
He came by Clemson
editor-in-chief of The Tiger that week before last just before he
year.
He is the
originator
of left for Washington. D. C. where
the motto "He Roars for Clemson" he is now working.
3. B. FAUST, '18

DR. SIKES CHOSEN
TO DELIVER OATH TO
KNIGHTS IN TOURNEY
Dr. Sikes has been chosen to deliver the Charges to the Knights
who enter the Lancing Tournament
at the fair in Columbia this fall.
He received the following letter
recently advising him of the selection:
Sept. 30th. 1926
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President,
Clemson College, S. C.
Dear Dr. Sikes: —
I am writing you to advise that
you have been unanimously selected by the Committee in Charge
of the Lancing Tournament, which
is to be held at the State Fair on
the evening of October 19th, to deliver the Charge to the Knights, by
their request I am writing you to
this effect.
Trusting you will accept and advise at your earliest convenience.
With kindest personal regards, I
beg to remain
Yours very truly,
D. F. Efird, Secretary.
A Good Looser
Passenger
(fumbling
through
pockets)—I'm
afraid
I've
lost
my ticket.
Irate conductor—What do you
mean, lost it? You couldn't lose
a ticket a yard long.
Passenger—I couldn't, hey* say,
you don't know me. I lost a bass
drum once.
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Where the Pens Landed

Traffic stopped to watch this test of the
Parker Duofold Non-Breakable Barrel
Point Guaranteed 25 years for
mechanical perfection and wear
TRAFFIC stopped as big Frank Ketcheson, Supt. of Steel Construction for
the George A. Fuller Co., hurled two
Parker Duofold Pens from his perilous
foothold on a slender steel girder atop of
the new Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
One pen struck on asphalt, the other
on cement—away they bounded into the
air, then landed in the street—unbroken!
We wanted to give the public proof
more convincing than any guarantee. So
we have shown by a series of heroic tests
that the new Parker Duofold Pen with
Permanite barrel does not break. Be sure
no fall on corridor or classroom floor can
harm it.
Get this sturdy black-tipped lacquer-red
beauty at any good pen counter.
"Permanite"—the new Non-Breakable Material of which all Parker
Pens and Pencils are now made—is
lustrous, light-weight, and does not
break, fade or shrink
Parker duofold Pencils to match the Pens: Lady Duol'old. S3;
Uoer-sise Jr., $3.50; "Lug Brother" Gver-sizc $4
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, JANESVILLE. WISCONSIN
OFFICES AND SUBSIDIARIES: NEWYG1K, CHICAGO. ATLANTA. DALLAG
SAN FRANCISCO - TORONTO, CANADA - LONDON. ENCLAND

arcer
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Luchu Curve Feed %Jand l$¥ear Pa!nt\j£/
Duofold Jr. #5
Lady Duofold $5
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any up-to-date scandal tell it to
some of the fellows named above.
They're hungry for news. If the
articles in the Tiger do not suit
you don't blame them. Write them
yourself. If your private schemes
get exposed don't pitch your bricks
at the cubs. The editors have had
a great deal of experience in brickdodging. Throw the bricks at
Trying out for a berth on the them.
The cubs mean well and
Tiger staff we have a motley crew are awfully good raw material—but
who can sling a wioked pen and awfully raw!
wield a terrible line. Not a single affair, love, financial, or otherwise, that comes up on the campus escapes the cub reporter's pen,
so watch your step, cadets.
Old
Today's
bedtime
story
ends
stories half-soled and retold—scandal peeled and dressed—Tiger Re- where the last one started, so now
porters' Club—hold the bricks and we will stop where we began.
How many of you have stopped
shoot the stories and news!
The Juniors and "rats" are the to think, that a bird in the hand
Well, if you doubt
only ones in the field at present saves nine.
and the field is full.
Those of the veracity of that statement ask
next year's Senior class who are any of these birds on the campus
beating their
rides are: J.
J. that do no have feahers and canAvent, of the Hellcat Brigade,—we not fly. The first fowl of the air
can't help it!; J. C. Garrison, one that we want to discuss is the Epiof Scrap Youngblood's disciples; L. zooticlotimus that inhabits subM. White, the "C" Company stand- merged trees. There is one thing
by; R. C. Harrington, of Co. "I", to be said of this species and
a hard worker; R. R. Davis, a that is that these serpents never
windjammer; and C A. Jackson, show characteristics of the other
of Co. "M". The "rats" are mak- swine, except that they are well
ing a good start, and an early adapted to play the swinette with
one; may they find an early berth great skill and with a few excepon the Tiger Special. These are J. tions some of these equines do well
J. Cohen, H. R. Sherrord, L. B. on the piccoflutes, although a few
become Lt. Colonels in the corps
Middleton, and J. W. McKinney.
If you have any newsy news or of Galoots.

REPORTERS CLUB IS
IMPORTANT BRANCH OF
"THE TIBER" STAFF
SEJSBP?PSOT

THE CHILDREN'S BORNE
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FOUND
Puzzled
|und at Clemson College Hotel,
"Now ,tell me, do Frenchmen
Senior ring with initials J. understand American slang?"
in same.
Owner may get
"I guess some of them do. Why
ring by coming by the Treasu- ask?"
office, or calling at room 13,
"Well, you see, my youngest
lei.
daughter is to be married in Paris
and the Count has cabed me to
come across."—Briscoe.
.This Weeks Best Jokes
line" Milling,
jllybelly" Stokes,
Advertising Pays
tochy" Faust.
Samson had the right idea about
advertising. He took two columns
lie in Columbia, if at first you and brought down the house.—
" succeed, remember all the Briscoe.
ma co-eds aren't the same.
Ax>propriate
"Why did you send me that
-Should evening dresses be
alarm clock for a 'birthday pres[at bridge parties?
-No, in playing bridge its ent?"
"Well, you
said
you liked
Inecessary to show your hand.
rings."—Briscoe.
ler—Where do pearls come
Johnnie—Give me
sentence
a
with justice in it.
Boy—From oysters.
Erline—I justice soon kiss Fish
Di-^-Where
do
diamonds
as you.
>m?
F
d-Girl—From fish.
"Sister Johnson, ah's takin' a
Eton
Outing—"We
must collection fo' de benefit of our pasHe's leavin' us to take a
Iiaus
ise," emarked the professor, tor.
-rbin ,t of the flivver. "Yes, church down in Alabam' an' we
iear,
■eed his wife, "I heard thought we'd give him a little mo!l
mentum."—'Briscoe.
^-Jire uncture."—Briscoe.
Every man has his price and
The difference
diffe
between married
'! s ngle life is that in married every woman her figure.
-HI don't have to pull down
He—Is Amy bashful?
the shades.
Ray—I'll say she is. You should
have seen her blush when I ad"*'T^here are you going?'!
mired her parasol.
"0;t."
"Wth my dress?"
"Yo' all ain't got no sized small
' NJ, with your old man."
hams, is yeh?"
"How do you know we ain't?"
"TUt's a itew one on me", said
"Ah didn't say yo' ain't, ah
le lonkey las he scratched his
done axed, is you?"
lad.

HAVE

talk
The next foul we will This on1
the hydrogen sulfide.
'St.
ranks among the rankeiotim^s
differ from the Epizoot!cregions 0f
that they inhabit the i the comthe Aspirin sea and inlr the 4»pound cathartic Hills neanjj wher>
som salt mines of Podutiied from!
one of the biggest fish hajn for its
The woofinpoof comes |nne someshare of glory. This BOT); Hoopitywhat resembles the grea a second
flop, of Resinol.
It is i some of
cousin of the Nabisco am t is a deour scientists claim that i but after
scendant of the Gozunk, has beem
considerable research it
no way
discovered that it is injgjraffe jn
connected with the HippoL named
any sense.
The speciefe
above thrive
on
na|
which are found in
erts of the Fizzyfm,
Wotflooey near Sf
In concusion wd
flocks of a feathd
inasmuch as empf
no horses before f
locked.
Now ne?l
journey into the hi
tosis in the far oi
orants. Goodbye de1

Bud—I was talking
yesterday.
Jim—Are you sui
doing the talking?
Bud—Yes.
Jim—Then it wasn't
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Motherly old lady to small boy:
,oi«r rats are indeed for^vhen the company com- "My dear, does your mother know
\s change step he is you smoke?"
Small boy, coldly: "Madam does
.and doesn't have to
your husband know you speak to
strange men?"
j Davis says it is easy
"Don't you think Mrs. Slinger has
|n this year.
a wide repertoire?"
"Yes, but it wouldn't show so
^eshnien Going to
much if she'd wear another kind
Fair
mouth shut and of dress."
A magazine writer tells us that
[point to visit the
i doesn't make any a dog fills an empty space in a
you play or not, man's life. This is especially true
apreciate your as- of the hot dog.
the numbers.
Little girls who used to wear
down, anything
their stockings out at the knees,
to visit the Gov- now wear their knees out of their
llumbia. He is a stockings.
so don't be afraid to
"How is it I never see you in
fe latest jokes.
your eyes open and church any more?"
"Maybe it's because I ain't
i shut.
your nose clean. Our there."—Briscoe.
listers will be there.
"Look
here,"
exclaimed
the
forget to have your
|> for you to come home stranger, as he stumbled into his
Test of the Corps leaves, twentieth puddle, "I thought you
let asking for this per- said you knew where all the bad
make a great hit with places were on this road?"
"Well," replied the native, who
department.
to
guide
him
let your hair fall in had volunteered
through the dark, "we're a-finding
[our feminine guide be them, ain't me?"
^nce.
Merely Ornamental
your eyes open, your
"They tell me you have a model
your pocketbook in
STAY SOBER, your husband, Mrs. Hicks."
"Yes, sir, but 'e ain't a workin'
[ground and your hands
model."—The Humorist.
Itets.
M. B. F.
A Clean Story
Said one of theGold Dust Twins:
Wonder
Cian in Poughkeep- "Here's our chance to make a
"Nothing doing!" reifefnally lazy that cleaning!"
him. For many plied the other, "Lux against us."
Jines without reHad the Floor
-Briscoe.
Speaking of infant prodigies;
Len said—Pauss at the age of three months the
child Paderewski played on tlje
linoleum.
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The most^welcome call
\
to smoke ever sounded
NEVER was there a smoke invitation that could compare with
"Have a Camel!"
On swirling city streets. In the
roadster as it bounds over the hills.
In the study or by the fireside, no
other smoking phrase is so provocative of enjoyment and friendship. In its realization comes a
boundless sense of gratitude and
contentment.
That is because Camels are the
favored smoke of millions of experienced and successful men. To

ever-increasing millions who have
tried them all, who could well
afford to pay more, Camels are the
first and only choice. Since the
dawn of smoking, there has never
been a success like Camel's.
Camel preference is the inevitable expression of Camel quality.
No other cigarette made is like
Camels. No other smoke vas ever
so smooth and mellowy mild. For
your own high pleasure, we invite
you to rise to the world's most celebrated smoke call. Have a Camel!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, rVt£
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RECEIVES
FIRST ISSUE OF THE
IQOO LOAN FUNDi CHRONICLE GAME FROM
THE PRESS SATURDAY
gain Given Opportu-'
I- larmon Foundation
o rrow Money on
Character
College has again been
1 he Harmon Foundation
rk as one of the fiftyir ican colleges and unitc - receive a fund from
s^ will be made during
mic year to stu.
he fourth
year
as neen given
borrow money
plan which rences
of
good
y for a loan
repayment in
that do not beLe until a year
young men from
sed a
financial
by
borrowing
n funds, and so refor studies and
college events that
have
been
too
to "working a way
ere was a loan fund
dministered
through
of tudent Loans of
Foundation at Clem24, $1,000 in 1924-25,
925-26, and this year
be available to college
li amounts up to $250.
organization of the Ditudent Loans in 1922,
8193,232 has been bor.
1,165 students in coluniversities
scattered
the
United
States.
3 had both the principal
sst. of a fund which they
f have safeguarded from
among
their number,
ath or carelessness, by
mutual or group guarguarantee was first
per cent, additional
BB&nt of the loan, but j
repayments have showed !
be considerably lower
figure, it has been re.
seven per cent,
irantee fund is considerless expensive to the stulife insurance, more conlan seeking out an ennd the o"ly means by
principal J^nd interest of
1 fund could both be reas to serve the greatest
umber of college people.
;ular rate of six per cent.
asked1 on all loans since
Nation believes that bor.
nder business principles
ist schooling in financial
is.
If the student adthe business rules agreed
e time the loan is grantje receives what in aca.
ncp might be called a
his (credit and charach the financial world,
in its material form
of Honorary MemHarmon Foundation
nrsement of three
It can be used
!s to obtain credit
racter reference in
mpoymant.
s made upon the Founaffiiation with the DiStudenc Loans have come
i a arge number of col; the plan as it operates
n and forty-two other afr
as modified so that col■ 9 modified so that colIOW join with the Founlending on
character.
development is known a3
non-College
Cooperative
1, and makes possible the
of the loan service to fifinstitutions. It provides
\ loan granted
bv
the
Q be
matched ty . an
ount of deferred f.uition
college, tha tuition note
died by the Division of
oans exactly as though it
tab loan, and like the
ote bears interest at six
iximnm loan that can be
any om
vear under
|ve plan will be SI50
dation, which with
owance will mean
sistance. Since this
those of the sophoabove, one student
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O. R. MAGIL AT VESPERS
A Y. M. C. A. Secretary in China
since 1913.
Mr. Magil gave a very interesting talk about students and student conditions . in China.
Some
quotations from his talk follow.
"There are 1200 government
colleges in China.
The students
in these colleges are living twelve
to a room which is not very large.
The conditions are not so very
sanitary.
The China Student migration to 1
the United States began about
forty years ago.
There are now
2500 Chinese students leave no
trail toward
knowledge
gaining
unexplored. They study the lives
of our great men such as Washington, Lincoln, Lee, and others
of world wide fame.
What can a nation do with 80
percent of its population unable
to read or write? Such a condition is in China.
The students of China have
started the thing known as public
opinion to working in China.
The Y. M. C. A. began its
work in China twenty five years
ago.
It has kept pace with the
student movements.
There are
now 210 Y's in China. There are
8000 students of the government
colleges in Bible Classes."

The October number of the 1926
Chronicle came out last Saturday.
The editors are to be complimented on the success of their efforts
to produce a good magazine on
time. They faced the obstacle of
comparative lack of experience and
shortage of contributing material,
but their first pubication was a
very creditable one.
The contributions that did not
come in from the cadets were very
good, but the editors want more,
so that they may have a larger
number to choose from, thereby
raising the literary standards of
the paper. The cover design was
also good. It was done by Professor M. C. Freer, of the architectural department. The poems and
articles by the menrbers of the
staff show that they are capable
men for their positions, and give
promise of a good Chronicle for
the year.
The aim of the Chronicle Staff is
to publish a magazine that is superior to the Chronicle of the past.
They are willing to do their part,
but they can realize their aim only
through the cooperation of the student body. They are sending out
an appeal' for more contributions,
hoping that they may awaken latent
literary
possibilities,
and EVENING WATCH IN BARRACKS
thereby make of The Chronicle a
magazine that is a successful part
Each evening just after Long
of Clemson.
Roll there is a meeting on each
hall for a short devotional service.
This takes the place of Morning
Watch of last year. The leaders
of these groups and the room in
which they meet are given below:
Goodyear, C. P. and Dobson, C. R.,
room C5; Knobeloch, L. G., room
C. E.
McLeod,
a
prominent 116; Barley, E. B., room 205;
member of the senior class, and Webto, T. W. 258; Martin, W. E.,
T. W. Webb, a prominent sopho- 267; McGee, R. L., 370; Maner,
more, have been appointed recent- W. F., 319; Geddings, E. N., 405;
ly to membership on the Y. M. C. McLeod, C. E. and McCutchen,
A cabinet. McLeod will hold the G. H., room 827; Hart, L. W. and
position left vacant by the failure Carroll, G. H. room 919; Pruitt,
to return of one of the cabinet W. H., room 619.
The boys on tie company halls
members. Webb will have charge
of the "Boy's Work", a new but are cordially invited to attend these
very important phase of the work meetings each night.
of the Clemson Young Men's ChristTHE GOSPEL TEAMS
ian Association.

MIEOD AND WER
CABINET MEMBERS

LIBRARY ANNOUNCE
ABDITIONJF BOOKS
New books recently added to the
Library are listed below.
Fiction
The Smiths—Faribank
The Glass Window—Furman.
The Purple Mask—Miln
We Must ■ March—Morrow
Wild Geese—Ostenso
Non-fiction
Manufacture of Artillery Ammunition—Alford
Symbolism of Animals and Birds
in English Church Architecture.—
Collins
Bacteriology—Conn
Industrial Cost Finding—Flcker
Income in the Various States—
Leven.
Productive Vegetable Growing—
Lloyd
Foundations of the Universe—
Luckiesh
Sewerage and Sewage Disposal—
Metcalf.
Productive Orcharding—Sears.
Productive Small Fruit Culture
—Sears.
Culture and Diseases of the
Sweet Potato—Tauibenhaus.
Diseases of Greenhouse Crops
and Their Control—Taubenhaus.
Principles of Flower ■ Arrangement—White.
Soil and Civilization—Whitney.
Brightness and Dullness in Children—Woodrow.
Reference
American Joint Committee
on
Horticultural Nomenclature. Standardized Plant Names.
Kingzett Chemical Encyclopeadia.
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NEW SHIPMENT OF TIES AND SHIRTS
a1

FOOTRALL BADGES REDUCED FOR FAIR TO

10c.
HOKE SLOAN
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After the Parade is over, and the GAME is WON|
Let us repair your shoes

Walsh & Cooper,
REPRESENTING

GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL
'Nothing but the Best"

To many of the students at HHiaraiKlHlHiasiBllHHH^
Clemson the Gospel Teams are not
so well known. To the Freshmen
an introduction should be made.
Gospel Teams are not new, but are
over thirty years old.
Last year fflHaiBElIElBHHSBffl
the Gospel Team went to many of
the nearby towns to give programs
and they were enjoyed by the ones
"Colonel" says: "The definition of a 'Jug' is a
present as well as by the boys who
took part in the work.
container for men at Clemson!, but everywherj
A real joy comes from helping
a crock for housing good wines and fine liquoj
those around us and through Gospel Teams the students of Clem- I
1
son can greatly help the 'boys that I
need to know more of the ways in I
which they may help those about
them.
You who have not taken
part in the work of Gospel Teams
are asked to come down and get
WISHES TO EXPRESS ITS APPRECIAT]
lined up in this work this eyar.
Freshmen who have had experience
YOUR PATRONAGE DURING THE Dj
in Hi-Y. work or any other form
OF PREPARATION FOR THE Fv
of work of this kind are asked
to come by the Y desk and leave
vour name.
The first trip for a Gospel Team
"ICKEY" JONES, Manager
this year will be made sometime
'»i
soon.
Arrangements have already
been made for the place to go
and we want not one, but two or
three teams to send out this year.
Anyone desiring to know more
nro, "
about the teams may get the inDontl
formation by calling at the Y desk.
pie writf
There are several letters from
ore the
mothers, leading men, men's clubs
first cal
and from boys in the towns where
sion wilif
the teams have been. If you demilitary
sire to see these letters you may
n'
find copies of them on file at the
' eyes.
Let j!
Y. M. C. A.
"Carolina conscij
The Thursday evening sewing
GREENVb SutL
club will have i joint meeting
with the Friday morning knitting
pants;|
circle in Sgt. Peck's office Sath e
SPECIAL
'°V
0
urday evening.
Bring your own
rag so that you can chew with
CLEMSON SI
Sgt. Peck.

nay receive as much as 1900 in
Dot—"And you've never loved
three years. The group guarantee any girl before me."
will be placed at ten per cent, until
Dash—"Or course
not.
Never
this plan has proved itself.
before anybody."
The Chairman
of the Harmon
Fund at Clemson is Prof. D. H.
1st Cadet—"Oh Hell."
Henry, to whom all applications for
2nd Cadet—"That reminds me,
loans should be made.
I've got to go to class."

The Tiger Pressing Cl\
AND SHOE SHOP

^v

POINSEF'S

Excellent Food
PricfJ
MARTIN HARTJ

r
>
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GLOBS AND SOCIETIES

KAMPUS KOLYUM

SALTER

MUSIC

i

STORE

106 N. Main St. Next to Citizen's Nat'l Bank, Anderson, S. C.

CALHOUN SODA SHOP I1

Dr. and Mrs. Packenham, and
CHEMISTRY-SCIENCE
CLUB MEETS Mrs. Marion Coles, of New York
are visiting their father, Prof. C.
M. Furman.
H
Prof. H. Brearly and Rev. W. H.
jg
The Chemistry-Science Club held Mills attended the "Conference for
its second
meeting
on
Tuesday the Social Workers" in Charleston
evening, October 12, 1926, in the last week.
Chemistry building.
Several
new
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mills, Jr.,
members, including about ten fresh- of Columbia, are spending this
TJ-Drive.It Cars for Hire
men,
attended
this
meeting.
They
a
week with parents of the former
PHONE 100
seemed to be deeply intrested, and on the campus.
promise to be staunch supporters of
The many friends of Henry ColeSSHBHISllBlBlBBllligBllSiiailBllliailBlllliBi this club in the future.
man, class '26, will be glad to
B. V. Cornwall was the first on know that he suffered no loss from
the program. He took for his sub- the storm in Florida, though he
aaBMaMMHaisiii ject, "Sugar, and its
Extraction was in the midst of it.
from the Sugar Beet." He outlined
Miss Janet Sikes was the guest
the importance of this process as of Dr. and Mrs. Sikes for the
related to modern
industry,
and week-end.
gave the main steps entering into
Dr. Snyder, president of Wofford
the extraction and purification of College, who delivered the address
sugar obtained from
the
sugar at chapel Tuesday was the guest of
Cliamber of Commerce Building
beet.
campus friends during his stay
E. F. Simms read a paper relat- here.
GREENVLLE, S. C.
ing to Insulin—the substance used
The Y. M. C. A. gave a very enin the treatment of diabetes.
He joyable dinner to invited cadets and
mentioned that 'insulin" is obtain- joyable dinner to invited cadets and
ed from a very novel source—the Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff was the
pancreas of cattle—usually from toastmaster for the occasion.
the ordinary goat.
From all indications the society WILLIAMS ASSUMES DUTIES
better
1 promises to be larger and
AS HEAD COACH
fjxxi^xxsssjsiajxxx this year than in any preceding
one.
Several new discoveries in
(Continued from page 1)
the scientific world are to be dis- the last three years ne has off icia !
a a'a a a. a XX X X" XX «,_« XX aXX aXX cussed and explained to the mem- ted at the Ga. Tech-Notre Dame
instructors
in
the games, both in South Bend and in
a bers by the
Chemistry Department.
These in- Atlanta. He was an official in the
structive talks should never fail to Ga. Tech-Alabama game in Atlanattract a large number of members. ta Saturday.
,
In addition to these lectures by the
He and his brother are in the
instructors, the members
of
the contracting
business,
under
the
club will be required to
submit name of Wiliams Brothers.
They
short
papers
on
subjects
relating
to
a
now have a contract in Tampa, Fla.
chemsitry.
When the Southern Ry. was being
Membership to the
Chemistry double tracked from Washington
Science Club is limited to Chemis- to Atlanta, he had the contract
try and General Science students. from Toccoa to Westminster.
Members should realize the advantWith a' complete rebirth of spirages which are offered by this club,
it in Tigertown, coach Williams
and should attend every meeting in will have the whole hearted suporder to receive the most benefit.
port of every loyal Tiger.
It is
hoped that he will meet with as
great success he has before in all
of his experience as coach.
So
PALMETTO SOCIETY HOLDS
here's luck to you and the rest
INTERESTING MEETING
H
H
of the Tigers on your squad, Coach
"Bob".
The weekly meeting of
the
Palmetto Literary Society was held
Wise people now a days carThursday evening.
President Metz
ry fire, theft, collision, public
being absent, the vice-president, J.
liability and property damage
A. Stephenson, presided.
A very
on their automobiles. They realinteresting program was rendered.
ize 'that it is dangerous not
The query for debate was: Reto carry it.
solved—"That students be allowed
Let us quote you rates and
The Clemson-Calhoun boy scouts
to visit rooms in any barracks af- held a very impressive initiation
give you information.
ter call to quarters."
Razor and on the athetic field Friday night.
Lawton upheld the affirmative, and Four candidates were taken thru
Carroll and Hawkins the negative. the Tenderfoot degree, and J. M.
(Insurance since 1886)
See or write F. B. Morgan, j| Hawkins volunteered to represent Peck, Jr. was awarded the Second
the negative, the other debater be- Class Badge.
23 West McBee Ave.,
ing absent.
The decision went to
Telephone 401,
P. O. Box 912
Torches arranged in the form of
the negative side. Hardee was the a large circle were burning, and a
;•« a lita a XX « a;aXXX a X a;t f. a X XXXXX «1 orator for the evening, and Thomp- campfire lit up the center of the
son the declaimer. The latter's sub- circle.
All these things had their
ject was "The Beggar," one of Low- significant meanings and added
ell's poems.
Foster, the other de- greatly to the occasion. The cereclaimer took as his subject. "Equip, monies were conducted by Serment." The essay given by Cannon geant J. M. Peek, Scoutmaster.
was both interesting and educational.
Webb closed the. program in
proper style with a selection of
A. I. E. E.
jokes.
Last Tuesday night the local
Porcher was admitted into
the
society at this time. New members student chapter of the American
Institute of
Electrical
Engineers
are always welcome.
held its initial meeting of the year.
Officers were elected and dates for
future meetings were set.
TEXTILE SOCIETY MEETS
Professors Rhodes and Dargan
are the faculty
advisors of
the
chapter and are present at each
These men suggest inThe Textile Society meeting Tues- meeting.
programms,
advise the
day evening was an unusually in- teresting
teresting one.
Tom Kitchen, pre. chapter in its business, and are
sident. opened the meeting with an often good enough to give talks
outline of the work scheduled for on different subjects of interest.
All junior and senior electricals
the society this year.
The society
is composed of sophomores, juniors, and mechanicals are eligible for
and seniors in Textile. The sopho- membership in the society and are
mores are new men in the society extended a most cordial invitation
The regular meetings are
and this talk was made primarily to join.
for them, to show just what the held alternate Tuesday nights. The
next meeting will be held October
society is doing.
Professors Cheatham, McKinner, 26th.
The following men were elected
and Lee gave talks on Textile work.
The following students gave their to the various offices: L. R. Miller,
experiences in mill.work this sum- Chairman; R. C. Dill, Vice-Chairmr: Eadie,
Johnson,
McKeown, man; J. U. Wilson, Secretary and
Link, and Kitchen.
In the near Treasurer; T. J. Etheredge and
and digestion in a delightful future
the society expects to have L. R. Miller, Programme Commitand refreshing way. Removes prominent business men to make tee; R. M. Marshall, H. L. Baldwin and R. C. Dill, Membership
ndors of smoking and eating. addresses.
The society is in possession of a Committee.
People of refinement use it. very valuable library now. It is
G130
composed
of about
seventy-five I saw a loving couple
By moonlight shadows screened!
volumes on the Textile industry.
| These books are in a division espe_ I could not help but notice
How singular they seemed.
cially set aside for Textile students.

NEW VICTROLAS
NEW BRUNSWICK

Ground Floor
John C. Calhoun Hotel
igas, Cigarettes, Drinks and
Candies

Orthophonic Radios
Victor Records
Orthophonic Victrolas
Radiola-Branswick
Panatrope Electrical

New Records Out Every Thursday

oiemson Boys Welcome

THE FAMOUS

MASON AND HAMLIN-CABLE PIANOS
GRAND, PLAYERS AND UPRIGHT PIANOS
We give a trade.in allowance for old pianos. Our Terms are
extended in long time Payments. Call and let us explain to you.
All Make Band and Orchestra Instruments—Guitars,

Banjos, Violins, Mandolin Harps, etc.
line of MUSICAL MERCHANDISE.

TONSOMAL SHOP

See a full

GHHSHlHliaSISHllSillX^
HaraHgHBHHfflHHiaBaMM
x

MAIL

Clemson Folks Welcome |
Come and see us

foremost firm candu

CARPENTER BROS, DRUG STOR
FOREMOST FINE CANDIES
OPPOSITE POINSETT HOTEL

THE W. L. BRISSEY

GREENVILLE, S. C.

LUMBER CO.

HVICE is oui
dIDOLE NAM

rgxxxixsaaxxxxxixs^ixxxxxxxiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixxxxxxxiixiiaxisiixxg

ANDERSON

Is Your Automobile
Insured?

I

William Goldsmith

THE TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOP
A Place to Eat That's Different
North Main Street

LOCAL SCOUT TROOP
HOLDS CEREMONIES

WELCOME TO CLEMSON BOYS
Anderson, South Carolina

.;:
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OLUE BIRD FILLING STATION
T. JOE BELL, Manager

GASOLINE - OILS - TIRES
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED
fXXXXXXX'aX; a a a X a a a a XXHS

HSlSSflggEBB!
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PHONE
378
(Anderson)

(Anderson)
a

(The Blue and Grey)

Wrigley's Chewing Sweet
helps teeth, mouth, throat

AMBULANCE
COURTEOUS DIGNIFIED SERVICE

McDOUGALD-BLECKLEY COMPANY
The only "Funeral Home" close by
lHH^HHHHigpigisi^^
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STDJLSTIGER CUBS DEFEAT CAROLINA BIDDIES SPORTS
THE

FIELD GLASSES-/
ON TO CAROLINA and beat the Gamecocks. That's the slogan of every Clemson Tiger. That Chicken has been crowing
for the last two years and that is long enough. It's time for the
Tiger to growl. Tomorrow morning bright and early the students will embark for Columbia. Every thing is excitement and
everybody on those special trains has reserve pep that will be
yelled out at the big game of the season. Every Tiger is victory thirsty. Never has there been such a strong desire to defeat another team. Clemson must win and they are going to
win. So watch out, Gamecocks.
The Tiger Cubs handed the Carolina Biddies a defeat
Saturday. They have set an example, varsity, now let's follow
suit and hand their big brothers the same medicine.
If there ever was a team that
had the fight in them, our Tiger
eleven is that team.
Never before have tlhey shown a higher spirit
or displayed a more
determined
brand of fight. Our team, a team
of which we can be proud and are
proud, is going up against a team
that is one of the strongest in the
state and they need every ounce of
our support tbat we can give them.
Let's go down to Carolina, gang,
backing them to the limit and bring
home that pigskin.
The entire Clemson team is in
tiptop shape and nothing is in the
way for a decisive victory. With
such a coach as Clemson has, the
team cannot help but give its all.
He is exerting all his efforts in
putting the eleven in shape for
what is considered the most important game on the schedule.
RATS MOULEDOUS, DAVIS AND
McCAULEY were the ou'gtanding
stars in the freshman contest with
the Carolina Rats. They certainly
did frighten those Biddies.
Carolina's Record
Carolina has been rather successful this season, having defeated the
University of Maryland,
Wofford

TIGER CUBS OUTPLAY
BIDDIES TO WIN
Davis Star Gainer; Mouledous
Recovers Fumble for
Touchdown

The Cubs calmed the Carolina
Biddies in one of the closest games
seen in the Capital this season.
The Cubs won by 7 to 6 before a
crowd of 1,500 fans who braved
tiie weather for whioh Jupe Pluvius
is famed. Quite a few fumbles
were made by both contestants but
only a few of them were costly.
Clemson's score came as a result
of a fumble, when the ball was
snapped over Rhame's head as ha
was on the ten yard line. He recovered and fumbled behind the
goal line and the
agile
"Zag"
Mouledous recovered for the Cubs.
The Cubs completely outclassed
the Biddies in the first half, and
in the last few minutes of the last
episode. Davis, Clemson substitute
proved the scintillating star of the
afternoon.
On the first play he
reeled off 33 yards, on the second
play he made 22 yards, and each
time he carried the ball he dented
the Biddies' defense for consider-

and Erskine. Maryland has one of
the strongest teams on the conference and this goes to show that the
Gamecocks must have a mighty
good team also.
The University
of North Carolina is the only team
that has defeated them. They beat
them 7 to 0.
Georgia Defeated
Furinan's defeat of the University of Georgia is something
of
which the Hurricane should
be
proud. This came as a surprise for
many fans who did not know the
strength of the Furman team. Rawl
and Schneider seem to be up for
all-southern honors.
Every South
Carolinian is glad to see a south
Carolina team defeat an out of
state team. Clemson congratulates
you, Furman. It is our ambition to
win that turkey day battle and consider ourselves among the south's
best.
Let's go down to Columbia, men
and have that Chicken dinner next
Thursday. Clemson must make it
seventeen wins instead of sixteen.
Look out, Carolina.
ableTardage.
Padgett,
Clemson
half, clipped off neat gains nearly
every time he carried the oval and
his playing was a feature of the
game.
"Stick" McCarley's trusty
toe was the instrument that pulled
the game from the fire and stuffed
it into the old asbestos bat bag
where many, a game has been salted
away. Swofford played jam-up ball
at snapperback and proved to be a
Gibralter in the Cub's defense and
a steam roller in their offense. The
entire team played as if they were
veterans and much credit for the
victory is due to the team work of
the Cubs. •

The line-up:
Cubs
Biddies
Mouledous
LE.
Adams
Gassaway
LT.
Hayes
Salley
LG.
Topsre
Swofford
Beall
C.
Hansen
Yarborough
RG.
MoGill
Webster
RT.
Willimon
Smith
. RE.
Pitts
QB.
Rhame
Padgett
RH.
Tipton
MoCarley
MJeManus
LH.
McMillan
Young
FB.
Score by periods:
Cubs
0 0 7 0—7
Biddies
0 0 0 6—6
'Substitutions: Zeigler for Pitts;
Pitts for Zeigler; Hayne for McMillan; Davis for Hayne; Gunnells
for Salley; Jones for Yarborough;
Nimitz for Gassaway.
Cub scoring: touchdown—Mouledous; point after touchdown-Mc.
Carley.
Biddie
scoring:
touchdown.
RJhame.
Officials: Foster (Hampden.Sid.
ney), referee; "chick" Galloway (P
C), umpire; Bruce Galloway (Fur.
man), head linesman.
Time of
periods, 15 minutes.

NEW SHOP BUILDING
be new. It is a large well-lighted
NOW OPEN FOR WOBK room and cannot be equaled as a
(Continued from page 1)
place for this type of instruction.
The lathes are to be arranged in
batteries with unit drive
from
entirely new design, receives the countershafts placed on the floor.
Rivaling the machine shop
in
praises of all those who love beautiful machines. Besides these ma- equiptment and tools is the comchine tools, a power drill press, mercial woodshop. All of the maa grinder, a milling machine, a chinery here is equipped with inmotors.
planer and other smaller tools dividual drive induction
make this the best school machine This system in a shop of this kind
is the most efficient and satisfacshop in the South.
The foundry is using the cupola tory one that can be devised. A
salvaged from the fire of last year. planer, tenoner, joiner shaper, rip
The rest of the equipment, con- saw, cutt-off saw, universal saw,
sisting of flasks and kits, will be mortiser and borer, and a band saw
constitute the best outfit obtainnew and of the best design.
The forge shop with its fifty able.
The prevailing note in the differforges and sets of tools is profiting by the mistakes made in the ent shops seems to be light and
old shop and will be arranged to ventilation. The roofs of monitor
give the maximum of room where and semi-monitor construction, and
room is needed. The pressure and the windows with steel sash allow
exhaust lines are built in and are a maximum of light, and the ventioperated in units by powerful lation system is well designed. Each
blowers. With the improved pipes shop is separated from the next by
and fans there will be no escaping fire-proof doors.
The front of the building is taksmoke to blacken the building.
The student woodshop, tempo- en up with three classrooms and
rarily, will use the old lathes two offices. The basements are to
from the old shop but the remaind- be used as supply rooms for the
er of the machiney and tools will different departments.

TIGER AND GAMECOCKS
AVILL CLASH THURSDAY
(Continued from page 1)
to Midkiff, Carolina.
It may be
your doom. Sexton has been show- HaHHSBHHiHBHlHEKlHiSHH
ing up lately in the backfield. He
played mighty good ball for the
freshmen last year and should do
likewise for the varsity before
FOR THE WEEK OCTOBER 25-31
long. Reynolds and McConnel are
YOU CAN GET
hitting the line harded and harder
and will hit still harder next
Thursday.
As to what will be the lineup is
not known, but Tigertown may j
•'Regular rates: 20c per week; 75c per
rest assured that Coach Williams i
is going to send a team in that
six weeks $1.00
will emerge victorious.

SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

j
§

"THE STATE" FOR 15c

1

month;
|

See JIMMY REAVES before October 25 in Room 108
THE

"CHEEKUM"

TEAM

Left Cheek
Red Mitchell (Capt) isisagiiasrasi!»iras»»^^
Right Cheek
Dewey Gibson is
Wrong Chec:- .:...
Speck Farrar 1
Both Cheeks
Cutty Ross
No Cheek
Bill Redfern
R. halfback Cheek ... Bob Pickens
L. halfback Cheek ... Clint Batson
Center Cheek
Croosh Kershaw
Loose leaf note books
*The first game will be played
during the fair in Columbia.
Note book fillers

<-

OUR CLEMSON SPECIALTIES INCLUDE

GRADING THE FACULTY
Five professors received less than
passing grades in the student ratings published i the City College
Student of the College of the City
of New York last fall. The professors were classed in six groups,
the lowest being F. Ten professors
received A's.
The Student announces that the
grading was done >by a group of studets "qualified by their long familiarity with many memhers of the
Faculty." "In this rating the prime
consideration has been the
professor's general ability as a teacher.
Personality and knowledge of the
subject have been secondary factors.
'Ability' has been taken to
mean the capacity for instilling a
sincere interest in the subject-matter
of a given course and the power to
import the information necessary
as the basis of such an interest.
Glittering platitudinizing and liberal-posing have been marked very
low, as creating an ephemeral and
specious interest."
—The New Student.

Lefajx binders with fillers
Data sheets & accessories
Pennants
Pillow Covers

Eversharp pencils
Norris Candies
Whitman's Candies
Clemson Jewelry
Cameras
Photographic supplies

A Complete Line of
HIGH-GRADE STATIONERY, SHEAFFER LIFETIME,

PARKER

DUOFOLD,

AND

WATERMAN'S IDEAL FOUNTAIN PENS
Sheaffers Skript Ink

I. <r. jBarttn Irug Co., jlnc

"
♦

JUST ARRIVED
A line of Parker Duofold Fountain Pens and Pencils
See special ad of Parker Pen Co. elsewhere in this paper

IgHEHHigBBllSHSEBeiW
Two negroes
were
describing
their wives' complexion. "Sambo,"
says one, "I got a wife so dark
that every time her mouth wateTS iiiiHisniiissfflBi^^
it drips ink."
"That's nothing,
Rastus," says the other, "I got a
wife so black that every time she
sneezes the room gets full of soot."

For Carolina, LeGrande Rhame
stood head and shoulders above the
other members of his organization.
In running with the ball, defensive
play, generalship and punting he
acquitted himself excelletly. Hiza
and Young were consistent gainers
for Carolina. Beall, center, showed up well in his defensive work. One freshman wants to know why
The Biddies have a first class team automobiles run better in the daytime than at night. He says that
this year.
every time he goes riding at night
The Cubs have made am impres- the roadsides are always lined with
sive start for the Palmetto Cham- cars that have stalled.
pionship and if they continue their
Lady—"But why is it you can't
brand of ball they will be hard to
beat. Barring accidents and sever- rememher how long you have been
al other unseen obstacles, the end out of work?"
Tramp—"Well, lady, I can't reof the rat season should find the
Cubs on top of the Palmetto fresh, member whether I was born in '88
tsJISiaiEEHaHlHBffi
OT '89."
men heap.

:

""'■-" "- >r« iisssi

SHOES TO MEET THE IDEAS OF
COLLEGE MEN

THOMPSON'S
ANDERSON, S. C.

J

